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1.Introduction
a) Basic issues. What are the factors determining the rate of technology
diffusion in the host country?Whatis the connection between transnational
strategy and technological change in the host country? How do host—country
firms compete against foreign firms that have both cost and proprietory ad-
vantages? This section attempts to use the experience of the semiconductor
industry to examine these important issues.
The pattern of product innovations is based on the concept of a life
cycle process.' A model is developed for estimating product life cycles in
a way that gives information suitable for assessing induced changes in the
host—country industry.2 The analysis that follows is broken into two parts.
*
Theresearch reported on in this paper was financed by a National Science
Foundation grant to the National Bureau of Economic Research. Anyopinions,
findings,conclusions, or recommendations expressed herein are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Founda-
tion.
Thanks are due to Gary Hufbauer and Michael Posner for their helpful sugges-
tions in the early stages of this paper. Anthony Golding, Ed Seibheras, John
Llewellyn, and Bill Finan deserve comment for their ideas; Robert Lipsey, Irving
Kravis, and Gary Hufbauer for their very constructive suggestions. If any errors
exist they are entirely mine.
Lseverai studies are essential reading in this context. See Poatner (1961),
Hufbauer (1966), Vernon (1966), Hirsch (1967), Gruber, Mehta, and Vernon (1967);
chaptersby Steven Toulmin andWilliamGruber, Gruber andMarquis(1969).
2Thelife cycle may be described in several ways: the cycle observed in
adjustments towards equilibrium levels of demand and supply; the cycle in imi-
tative behavior by firms or consimers; and the cycle in the time pattern of
firms bringing an innovation into the market. For an interesting study carried
out from the first viewpoint see the work of Chow (1967), who made use of the
Gompertz function, Mansfield (1968) and (1963). Models similar to Mansfield's
have been estimated for the Canadian tool and die industry and the paper industry,
by Globerman (l973a and 1973b).—2—
Firstly, factors determining the rate of difrzsion of the innovations in the
host country are examined; secondly, factors determining the positions of
individual firms within the life cycle are considered.
The imitation cycle is modeled on the basis of starting months for the
commercial exploitation of semiconductor innovations by individual firms ser-
vicing the U.K. market. The technological lag between an innovation's first
commercial appearance and its introduction to the United Kingdom is measured
with two aspects in mind: the time lag in years and months and the entry order
of individual market participants.
b) The Data. Data for this analysis have been collected on over twenty
commercial semiconductor innovations embodying new process or product tech-
nology. These innovations cover three phases of electronic development——discrete
devices, bi—polar integrated circuits, and uni—polar large—scale integration.
To qualify as an innovation, a new commodity must be sold in the host country In
sufficient quantities to be described as a commercial operation. Most, if not
all, efforts of individual firms selling in the U.K. are included,3 but produc-
tion for in—house use is not completely covered.4
The data were gathered from individual firms, technical publications, adver-
tisements, trade journals, and sellers' lists. Over a period of 25 years, many
changes have taken place in the industry, with firms continuously entering and
leaving. A mail survey was therefore impracticable, but personal visits and
3
Cases Involving trial offers, and very limited selling are not included.
For a definition of innovation similar to that used here see Mansfield et al
(1971), pp. 111—2.
4Production solely for in—house use has not been common in the U.K., but
some manufacture by Newmarket Transistors, English Electric, Standard Telephones
and Cables, and a few other firms has been employed in this way.—3—
communications proved fruitful. Over 70 firms and more than 30 innovations
came within the scope of the work. A core group of 20 innovations was finally
selected from the original list. Since U.K. sales of some innovations were
quite limited or, as in the case of thyristors, the specific technical data
would not allow sufficient distinction of different underlying process tech-
nologies, data on the American industry were collected to serve as a check
on the U.K. data, and also to provide information concerning the relationships
between company activity in the source and host countries.5
2. A Short History
a)Technology, Products, and CorporateLeaders. During the 1950—60 period,
innovations insemiconductors were primarily associated with discrete devices,
suchas single transistors,diodes, or rectifiers. The technological impetus
for innovations in discrete semiconductor devices came primarily from America
out of research in firms such as Bell Labs of Western Electric, General Electric,
Texas Instruments, R.C.A., Philco, Hughes, Clevite, Motorola, and Fairchild.
In addition to the first type of point contact transistor, at least four
classifications of device by method of construction came into existence: grown,
alloyed, diffused, and electrochemical. Improvements to the basic methods of
construction appeared rapidly, and in many cases an improvement In one method
led to improvements In another. The major transistor Innovations of this period
are givenin Table 1alongwith the dates and principalfirms responsible. A
transistor family tree is presented in Figure 1 to illustrate the cross fertili-
zation of technical developments arising from the four main methods of semi-
conductor construction. The creation of other types of active components also
5lnformation as to which firm was first or earlier to introduce a newpro-
duct was sometimes a matter of controversy because of parallel developments.
Objective sources of Information, outside the innovating firms, were sought
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































also involved the new processing techniques. A list of these other components
introduced during the 1950—75 period is given in Table 2.
The early 1960s were an important period in the history of electronic
systems design. During this time, several techniques to miniaturization were
explored. The development of semiconductor application technology had tradi-
tionally been based on devices representing single discrete active components.
This tended to favor the component manufacturers. However, with the advent of
integrated circuits incorporating large numbers of active and passive elements,
design technologies increasingly necessitated the closer participation of
systems people in the earlier phase of the development cycle. Systems experts
pressed for greater optimization in total circuit composition, especially in
the use of integrated circuits to perform particular systems functions.6
The development of the planar process at Fairchild in 1959. marked the be-
ginning of the integrated circuit era in electronics, and the evolution of the
industry as shown in Figure 3. At first, the planar process was confined to
the manufacture of single transistors on a single silicon base known as a sub-
strate or "chip." It became apparent that the process could be extended in
several directions, to the manufacture of several transistors in one chip,
and to the inclusion of other active devices, for example, diodes, resistors,
and capacitors. The first commercially available integrated circuits appearing
in 1960 were designed for digital equipment and were based on the need for
large numbers of Identical circuits. The design of chip circuits tended to
6The change in the physical size of electronicsystems has been dramatic.
A device of an earlier period often becomes simply an element within a device
of the following period. Thus, transistors have become elements of integrated
circuits, which, in turn, have become elements of integrated electronic com-
ponents. The actual size of the device for each succeeding period has become
considerably smaller. The newer components are composed of transistors that































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































copysystems already in existence using discrete components. ut manufacturers
quickly realized that integrated circuits required a new concept of systems de-
sign. There followed a succession of circuit families, summarized in Table 3,
for which manufacturers sought to optimize the performance andeconomicsof
systems, andtomake them on a single monolithic chip.7
The planar technique wasinitiallylimited to bi—polar devices, in which
both positive andnegativeelectric carriers are required, but it also led to
the development of uni—polar devices, for which carriers of only one type are
required, at great space saving. The first integrated circuit to be developed
by means of the planar process contained a small number of elements. A larger
system could be built by using more than One chip, and this type of system was
known as the multi—chip system. However, with the extensive development of
uni—polar technology, it became apparent that larger systems could be made on
a single chip.8 Uni—polar technology became the primary basis of what is known
as large—scale integration, LSI,9 while its preceding monolithic competitor,
7Lathrop (1970), pp. 1—1 to 1—11.
8There is a continuing debate as to howfarthe level of integration will
go. The uni—polar technology makes possible extremely complex chips, and some
see electronic equipment systems on a chip, for example, a TV set, a computer
memory, or a spectrum analyzer. They already exist for small calculators,
digital clocks and watches. See "Forum on 14S1/LSI," Electronic Products,
December 1969, pp. 28—38.
9Thiscategory of device maybesplit into two groups,random andregular
functioncomponents. Regular function components aresuitedto digitalsystems
suchasfor computer memories where the elements are arranged in a regular f ash—

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































bi—polartechnology has had its majorimpactin less complex integrated cir-
cuit termed medium scale integration, MSI.W Table 4 outlines the principal
families associated withuni—polartechnology.
Majorimprovementsin semiconductor processing technology had the effect
of pushing semiconductor manufacturers downstream in terms of their end products.
Through each new processing technology the product—market strategy of the semi-
conductor houses has also evolved. The technological requirement in moving
downstream gave rise to diversification into downstream know—how, products,
andmarkets.At the same time, the systems manufacturers, threatened by in-
roads that the upstream firmsweremaking into their product areas, saw in—
housesemiconductorfacilities as a means of combatting such enroachment.
Between successive technologies there is a transition period of technologi-
cal overlap. It is during these periods that hybrid technologies emerge.11
The hybrids depend basically on twotechniquesfor making passive circuits,
thin film or thick film (Figure 3). They are often a midway solution designed
to meet specific user requirements in terms of cost and volume. A complete
monolithic replacement requires a considerably larger overhead cost than the
monolithic components making up the hybrid.
0Some leading firms in bi—polar technology such as Texas Instruments,
Transitron, Sylvania, and Motorola had still by the early 1970s to make
significant inroads into large—scale integration. In terms of off—the—shelf
devices, Texas Instruments was the only firmofthe four making them and had
only two. Companies that did not invest as heavily in bi—polar technology
such as GeneralInstruments, Philco—Ford, andHughes Aircraft, had forty large—
scale integration devices between them. See Forum, p. 29. R.C.A. leap—frogged
bi—polar technology from discrete micromodules to uni—polar complementary de-
vices. Finan (1975), p. 37.
11The advantages of hybrid systems are outlined in Hamer and Biggers











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































b)The Semiconductor Industry in Britain. The firms primarily responsible
for the technical progress of the U.K. industry over the past 25 years are
listed in Table 5. The performance of the individual companies in introducing
the 21 innovations is also indicated.'2 For example, Motorola participated in
the market by selling products incorporating fourteen of the innovations. The
company was second in introducing one innovation, third in two others, fifth
in one, and so on.
The story of competition in the U.K. active components industry prior to
the mid—l950s is almost a history of the British Value Association.'3 The U.K.
industry could be characterized as a "tight" oligopoly dominated by Mullard)4
With the decision by Texas Instruments to begin U.K. operations in 1957, several
other American companies soon followed: Philco, Hughes, and International
Rectifier. General Electric and Transitron established export houses. By the
mid—sixties, the trickle of foreign firms marketing in the U.K. turned into a
small flood, as shown in Table 6. In the meantime, host—country firms had been
seeking and making agreements that would give them access to American know—how
12The list of innovations covered isas follows: point contact transistor
(ge), alloy junction transistor (ge), surface barrier transistor, diffused tran-
sistor (si), diffused mesa transistor (si), planar transistor, epitaxial devices,
junction field—effect transistor, alloy junction diode (si), power rectifier (si),
zener diode (si), (thristor), tunnel diode (ge/si/ga as), unijunction transistor,
varactor diode, light emitting diode, Schottky—barrier diode, RTL(resistortran-
sistor logic), DTL (diode transistor logic), TTL (transistor transistor logic),
ECL (emitter coupled logic), and p—MOS devices. The thyristor is not included
in the statistics of Table 5.
13mis was a highly restrictiveorganization investigated by the British
Monopolies Commission in 1954—55. See Monopolies and Restrictive Practices
Commission (1956).
14Mullard had over fiftypercent of the market, and was rivalled by Asso-
ciated Electrical Industries, 15—20 percent; Standard Telephones and Cables,
8—12 percent; Electrical and Musical Industries, 8—12 percent; General Electric
Company, 3—5 percent; and others, Ferranti, Pye, Rank, Automatic Telephone and






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Numbers of Arnerican Firms MarketingintheU.K.for the First Tine
Monolithic ICe
Discrete Bi—polar Uni—polar AU
Yeaa' Devices IC Devices IC Devices
1 Devicee
Cum. Cuxn Cum. Cum.
No.No. No.No. No.No • }jo.
1950 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1951 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1952 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1953 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2
1954 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
1955 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
1956 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
1957 2 4 0 0 0 0 2 4
1958 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4
1959 3 7 0 0 0 0
1960 3 10 0 0 0 0 3 10
1961 515 0 0 0 0 5 15
1962 3 18 0 0 0 0 3 18
1963 5 23 0 0 0 0 5 23
1964 8 31 0 0 0 0 8 3].
1965 5 36 2 2 2 2 940
1966 844 1 3 2 4 11 51
1967 1 45 0
:
6 57
1968 1 46 0 3 312 4 61
1969 1 47 0 3 416
:
66
1970 148 1 4 2 19 5 71
1971 351 0 4 3 21 677
Theabove table outlines the primary process of manufacture
underlyingthe first appearance of the American firms to the U.K. The
list is derived. fron indexes, tradejournals, and.promotional public-
ationsof individual firma.— 16—
andmanufacturing rights. A list of licensing agreements is given in Table 7.
Considerable amounts had also been spent by them on.reaearch and development,
e.g. by Mullard, A.E.I., English Electric, S.T.C., Lucas, and Ferranti. The
U.K. firms, although not unprepared for the arrival of new American products,
needed to compete with American companies in product cost and variety. The
only way to match these advantages was by expensive R&D to improve methods
of manufacture, and to obtain the economies of increased scale of operation.
American participation in the British semiconductor market has tended to
come in waves of new firms. The successive waves are associated with both new
processing technology that supersedes its predecessor and new products made
possible 1' the new processes. A visual scenario of the major product life
cycles for discrete semiconductor devices is presented in Figure 4. Among
other things the cycles reflect the switch from germanium to silicon as the pri-
mary base material.
c) choice of Technology and Market Strategy. Most semiconductor houses,
in particular American firms, pursued an aggressive pricing strategy. Often
they were simultaneously straddling newer and older technologies and frequently
managing to earn only a small return on their investment in the preceding tech-
nology.15 Moreover, most firms wanted to be well positioned with respect to
the growing markets where economies of large scale could be achieved, and to
the newer technologies for the most profitable development of these markets.
Most firms sought the internal economies that could be achieved through im-
proved organization around the new design technologies, for example, computer
15See "Special Report," Business Week, April 20, 1974, p. 78, and Integrated











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aideddesign and optimal systems for interf acing with component users.'6
Finally, many firmssawa need for basic research, but the trade—off tended
to favour developmental research. This was especially true in view of the
growing risks involved for firms that created their own proprietary products
and processes.'7 The main gains resulted from five types of economies, namely:
1) miniaturization, 2) improvements to production yields, 3) economies of scale
and associated learning economies, 4) product—market strategy, and 5) vertical
integration economies.
1) Miniaturization meant that the number of semiconductor elements on a
single chip could be increased. Design technologists initially experimented
with various types of logic and then chip structure to both reduce the space
required per semiconductor element and improve the overall performance of the
chips with respect to speed and power dissipation. As Figure 5 illustrates,
the density and speed of a chip are related. The overall effect of miniaturi-
zationhas been to reduce the cost of the elements on the chips. Element cost
is related to packing density or the number of elements per chip. The progress
inreducing costs this wayis illustrated by Figure 6 showing the period 1960
to1968.
2)Production yield is associated with the number ofchips that are even-
tually usable out of a given supply of processed substrate. For any givenchip
substratethere are likely to exist defects proportional to its area. The
same number of defects in a given substrate meant that the relative yield in
16Lathrop (1970), pp. 1—4 to 1—6, and Foss (1970),pp. 8—1 to 8—6.
7The protection ofpatents from immediate imitation within six months
became very difficult, and a new process therefore had to incorporate a secret
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FIGURE 5 The density and.speedof
a monolithic chip are related.In
terms of density the uni—polar ICs
lie to the top while bi—polar ICe
are at the lower level, howeverthe
faster devices are the bi—polar onee.






























FIGURE 6With the increase in the number of
elements possible per chip the economics of
integrated circuits have changed over the
years. Chip density and costs are related.
SouroeBarney andBiggera (1972), pp.59—61.
510 2040 80160320640— 22—
manufactureof larger bi—polar devices would ,e considerably lower than for
the manufacture of smaller uni—polar devices.18
A formula for the derivation of yield can be defined. If we let Drepre-
sent the average number of spot defects per unit of area, and Arepresent the
*
areaof the device, then the probability of producing functioning circuits,
namely, the yield, Y becomes:
-DA Y— e
This relationship is shown in Figure 7. By using a method of manufacture that
reduces the circuit size, as in the case of the uni—polar device, theyield is
increased. It is obvious that the concept of yield relates directly to the
costs of manufacture)9 This is illustrated in Figure 8 for which the cost
per function is related to chip size. With the yield concept, a notion of the
optimal economic circuit size was also born. If the optimal size is exceeded,
the yield becomes so small that the cost per circuit risesexcessively. It is
easy to understand why innovations designed to increase production yield have
become the object of much research.
3) Economies of scale and associated learning economies are another im-
portant aspect in the choice of technology and the selection of a product-market
strategy in the semiconductor industry. Figure 9 illustrates economies achieved
under various technologies. The minimum—of—minimums, or lowestaverage cost
18lmprovements in yield have followeda trend associated with the introduction
of new processes moving from less than 1%, 1960; 10%, 1965; 40%, 1970;to 80+%,
1975. See Finan (1975), pp. 21—26; Integrated Circuit Engineering (1966),pp. 8,
76—78, 164—65, and Camenzind (1972), pp. 45—56.
'9it is possible tospecify more than one type of defect mechanism operating.
Using an alternative formula, we have yield as follows: Y =l/(1+AD),which ex-
pands with n defect mechanisms to reduce yield accordingly: Y —l/(1+AD




FIGURE 7 The yieldo'served inpractice is perhaps 1arer than







FIGURE 8Thecost per electronic function is related to chip size
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curvefor the production of an individual integrated circuit by a firmis
Illustrated by the line aa' in Figure 10. It is madeup of three portions
reflecting parts of the cost curves associated with, a) the superseded
technology, for low volume production, b) the hybrid technology, for inter-
mediate volume production, and c) the new superseding technology, forhigh
volume production. In the absence thus of learning economies, the choice of
processing technology is a function of the firm's expected throughput. In
the presence of learning economies, the cost will be pushed downwards. The
downward shift may depend on the frequency of production runs atspecific
volume levels, and hence may influence the shape of the costcurvedispropor-
tionately in certain regions.
4) Product—market strategy in the microelectronics industrygenerally
involves the selection of design characteristics as wellas the selection of
product and market areas. A strategy can include 1) aprocess mix, with the
choice of the proportions of output made by the varioussuperseded, hybrid,
and superseding technologies, 2) a volume mix, involving, forexample, the
numbers of products with low, intermediate or high volume throughputs, and 3)
a design mix, including the choice of products with standard, off—the—shelf,
or custom design.
An electronic system in theory can be composed either of avery complex
single chip, a system of simple chips, or some combination of these.2° This
has different economic implications for users and producers. Thesystems
house, or user, would like to have only one unique component so as to minimize
the costs of interconnection.2' The specialist components manufacturer, in
20Customcomponents are designed to fill a specific requirement and tend
to be electrically optimized for that requirement only, whereas standard com-
ponents are generally advertized in catalogues as off—the—shelf stock.
21Camenzind (1971),p. 49 and (1972), pp. 45—56.FIGURE 9Comparison of circuit costs at various production levels. The
costs of rnanufacturing different kinds of IC are compared to those of
manufacturing conventional circuits.
Production volume
FIGURE10Technological overlap exists so long as the hybridispreferred
on a cost and. performance basis. Learning economies associated with the


















contrast,prefers to manufacture a small numbe'- of unique components at high
volumes. The cost considerations which can affect the choice between the two
approaches are illustrated in Figure 12. The outcome in terms of the size
distribution of components is illustrated by Figure 11.
5) Vertical integration economies are achieved through an inhouse, as
compared to a buying—in operation. Systems manufacturers have developed in—
house integrated circuit capabilities, especially in hybrid technologies.22
However, these are generally confined to a narrow area of semiconductor tech-
nology since the small value added element of components in total costs usually
justifies only one or two semiconductor technologies.23
3. The Microeconomics of Market Entry
a) General Considerations. It is generally realized that new knowledge is
not evenly distributed either internationally or between firms. The production
functions of individual companies may thus differ substantially from one another.24
The uneven distribution of knowledge and skills affects the timing of com-
mercial introductions embodying new technology. Consider Figure 13 which repre-
sents the discounted values of cumulative revenues R(t), cumulative costs C(t),
and cumulative profits P(t) associated with the timing of the commercial intro-
duction of product—innovations. For each timing, a separate set of discounted
22
In 1969, approximately 80% of American hybrid integrated circuits were
manufactured in—house. This was three times the value of in—house monolithic
integrated circuit production. See Integrated Circuit Engineering Corporation
(1970).
23The risks of asystems house pursuing the wrong semiconductor technology
are thought to be high.
24The study by Rapoport (1971),pp. 135—56, of costs associated with lead














FIGURE 12The level of integration in systems design is reflected in systems
coats and is related tQ the volume of production. Systems built on sral1scale
integrated components incur- substantial assembly costs associated with interconn-
ection. On the other hand large scale integration involves considerable design
costs. It therefore requires volume production.
, off—the—shelf
1 10 100







valuesapplies. A curvilinear relationship fr cumulative costs and a linear
relationship for cumulative revenues are assumed. Early introduction of a
product—innovation is associated with higher cumulative revenues and costs.25
If the firm begins commercial production at a very late stage, its discounted
costs are lower but its profits may also be lover. Indeed, if the firm intro-
duces the innovation after t, cumulative costs will exceed cumulative revenue,
and a loss will be incurred. To maximize profits, the firm will introduce the
product at time t*. The uneven distribution of knowledge implies that the curves
C(t) and R(t) differ between companies. Differences exist between companies both
in the generation and application of commercial knowledge. Figure 14 represents
the case where two companies a and b have the same know—how and costs associated
with bringing a product innovation to market, but differ in their respective
levels of proprietary marketing ability. Firm b knows how to make good on a
market entry while firm a is less capable. Thus, even when firm b enters the
market at a later date, say tb, its eventual profits are greater. Firm a, on
the other hand, maximizes profits by entering the market earlier, incurring
higher costs, and deriving a lower cumulative profit.
The decision facing the British based firm has often been a choice of either
being a licensee of an American firm or developing its own in—house capability.
Generally, the American licensor derives returns from its proprietory know—how
in the form of a royalty. Normally, a royalty is expressed as a percentage of
sales, often between 3 and 8 percent, but frequently provision is made for a
25The values of R(t), C(t), and P(t)may be thought of as the discounted
expectations of the individual firm for introducing the product—innovation at
time t. The expected cumulative discounted profit is as follows:
P(t) R(t) —C(t)
To maximize cumulative profits, the first—order condition is that dC/dtdR/dt.
Thus given that the expectations of the firm are correct, the '1optimal" or pro-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lumpsum payment at the beginning and a minimum payment over the license period.
The royalties usually last for a stipulated period, after whichthelicensee
is independent. It may then shake off the licensor's control, and become a
competitor. However, in many instances, the licensor is so far ahead technically
that the licensee finds it advantageous to arrange a new licensing agreement.26
Consider Figure 15 in which the discounted eventual costs of going—it—alone,
C(t)1, and as a licensee, C(t)L, are represented schematically. The independent
programme is assumed to be more costly. In the illustration, we also assume
that R(t)1 and R(t)L are equal. Because some of the licensor's proprietary
marketing knowledge may form part of the licensing agreement, the curve R(t)L
may, in fact, be drawn above R(t)1. Some appreciation of marketing factors is
furthermore also likely to be contained in the product technology itself. A
proportion of R(t)L is paid to licensor as royalties, indicated in the diagram
as R(t). The licensee ends up with the residual profit P(t)L. The eventual
discounted profits for alternative timings of market entry are represented in
Figure 16. The points t and t represent the times at which the host—country
firm may maximize its profits given the strategy either of licensing or of
going—it—alone. The diagram is drawn to show that as a licensee, the host—
country firmacceleratesits optimal timing of market entryfromthe alternative
strategy of going—it—alone, though that need not always be the case.
Competition amongst rival American firms and between firms of the source
and host countryhasthe effect of pushing forward the period of profitable
market entry. This effect of competition on Introduction behaviour may be
observed in the time pattern for the numbers of firms marketing a new commodity
in the United Kingdom. Figures 17 and 18 portray imitation cycles for selected





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































skewedto the left. The licencing activities of U.K. firms for integrated
circuit technologies associated with these devices are presented in Table 8.
(b) American Firms in the British Market. The uneasy fact of life for
British firms is that the pace of product change in their markets has been set
by foreign competitors. American firms dominate Europe in electronic technology
from computers to semiconductors.27 Even large established British companies
have experienced great difficulty in the struggle to survive.28 The American
challenge has been too great, but why?
The size of the American market relative to European markets is an important
factor behind the success of American firms. Figures for 1973 are given in
Table 9 demonstrating the comparative sizes of domestic markets. Taken as a
whole, the total European market is less than one third that of the United States.
The U.K. sales seem tiny in comparison to those of America. This difference in
relative sizes of markets plays an important role in explaining the country's
slower pace in a highly technological industry.
What is the relationship between technology—product innovation or imitation
and the size of market? It can be argued that they are both essential parts of
a circular phenomenon. Since the semiconductor industry is one in which economies
of scale are of fundamental importance, companies selling to the large American
market derive certain economic advantages. The size of the market acts to permit
27
An informative commentary is contained in an editorial by Payne (1969),
pp. 74—78.
28The number of independentwholly owned British manufacturers of semicon-
ductors has dwindled from twelve to three: General Electrtc Co., Plessey, and
Ferranti. Three came under the control of G.E.C.: Associated Electrical Indus-
tries, English Electric, and Maconi—Elliot Microelectronics. Two were taken over
by foreign firms: Pye by Philip's of the Netherlands, and Brush Crystal by Clevite
and then I.T&T. Three remaining firms are sitting, more or less, on the aide—
lines: Westinghouse Brake (licensed by Westinghouse (U.S.A.), Lucas, and Thorn
(which was never very large in semiconductors).34 —
TABLE8
Licencin A eent cfiicnnFirwithU.K. Mariufacturcrs of Inra
-
Texas Westinghouse





















Theabove figures give the years over which licencing agree-
ments between American companies and companies manufacturing in
the U.K. have run. *indicatesthe firmisa U.S. subsidiary,
and **indicatesit is a US./Foreign joint venture. The principal
source of this data was Golding (1971), Table 9—5, p. 304, and
Table 9—8, p. 313—15. A general discussion of role played by some
of the above agreements in the strategy of individual firms can be
found in Payne (1969), pp. 74—78.— 35—
TAJLE9




Saic:•uotors Total &Hyori1 MOS
Ratio: U.S. Market/Country Market
West Gerrnny 8.1 80 6.3 28.2
United Kirigdoi 16.3 13.6 11.1 40.9
France 18.8 17.8 12.3 50.9
Italy 44.7 p 42.9 p33.9144.2
Netherlands 122.3
: 62.8 42.0 629.2
Spain 137.5 257.3 203.5 869.1
Switzerland. 149.6 104.9 86.5 300.9
Belgium 149.6 p 133.4 i121.4 288.4
Denmark 152.7 292.0 276.8 576.7
Sweden 161.6 p 122.8 i97.5 407.1
Norway 266.7 292.0
:247.2 769.0
Finland 295.2 540.3 p384.53460.5
p I
E.E.C.(irici. U.K.) 3.6 p 3.2 i2.5 6.0
Total E'urope 3.2 p 3.0 2.4 5.5
I I
I I
Sizeof U.S. Market mu 2,213.8 •1,080.6 p692.1 3885
I I
Theabove table defines the relative size of Azerican to
the European markets. The British market ranks as second largest in
Europe, nevertheless it is considerably smaller thantheAmerican,
i.e. the American market for discrete devices is 16.3 times that of
the British. The above comparisons are based on McGraw Hill data of
180 companies. See Electronics, January 10, 1974.—36—
higher levels of R&D than could be justified y the expected sales and profits
in the U.S. market. In the larger American market not only can more be spent
on more individual projects, but more can be spent to introduce them into the
market at an earlier date. Selling to a large market permits American firms
to offer a more advanced product earlier, or a similar product at the same
time, but with a greater servicing and reliability record, than firms confined
to only the U.K. market.29 The process is circular since a larger market can
promote a faster technological pace, which in turn can produce a larger market
by extending the scope of technological application.
To derive a comparable "golden circle" firms located in Europe need the
total European market, but this entails its own difficulties. The European
market is a highly complex one: two trading blocs, four major languages, fourteen
currencies, effective nationalism with customs duties, separate taxes, laws, and
non—tariff barriers. The American market is relatively simple: one trading bloc,
one language, one currency, and no trade barriers. The simplicity of the American
market permits firms to conduct certain aspects of business, such as marketing,
without the difficulties experienced in Europe.
As a small counter—balance to the advantages enjoyed by American firms,
British companies have relied on the relatively lower salaries of British
designers and engineers to reduce the threshold "application area" below levels
for comparable markets in America. However, Japanese competition may in the
future make greater inroads in selling similar components in the U.K.
justify discrete circuits the sales of systems could have been in the
thousands, but for integrated circuits they need to be in the tens of thousands.
British firms have received less in the way of military/space contracts and
smaller government subsidies than the closest American competitors.— 37—
4.A Lognorma].Modelof the Product Cycle
a) Features of the Model. The reason for developing a model of market
entries andimitationis to provide estimates of the parameters that describe
the way diffusion has occurred. The characteristics of the population over
which diffusion takes place are not initially specified, but the parameters
of the model can be related to these characteristics by means of regression
analysis.
What models can be used? At least four possible types of imitation model,
derived from the Gompertz, logistic, normal and lognormal distributions, are
30
potential candidates. All four models can be estimated by ordinary least
squares methods or by special formulations. Of the four, the lognormal dis-
tribution has the most intuitive appeal since its parameters are allowed
greater flexibility in relation to the rate and clustering of introductions.
The logistic and Gompertz functions constrain the observations towards a mode
of 50 or 37 percent respectively of the upper asymptote. The lognormal distri-
bution can offer these modes as special cases, but can also exhibit a mode of
less than 37 percent, or between 37 and 50 percent.31
What does the pattern of imitation based on the lognormal model look like?
In its cumulative form it produces a sigmoid (or S) curve that is skewed towards
the left as observations tend to cluster towards the beginning of the cycle.
The model can be described either in terms of density, as in Figure 19, or in
terms of cumulative density, as in Figures 20 to 22. Unlike the normal model,
the lognormal model assumes that densities of market entry are skewed to the
left. The lognormal model may be represented by the following equation:32
30
Bryant (1966), pp. 193—199.
31
Aitchison and Brown (1957).


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A(t/p,a2) —ft(2,2)1/2 xp (log e- 2)dO. (la)
Whereby:
Nt N*(2fla2)l/2 exp (log 0 - dO (lb)
The variable 0 may be defined as appropriate.
N is the number of firmawhich haveentered the market up through time t,and
N* is the eventual number. The model has two parameters, ianda, which may
differ from innovation to innovation. Each parameter represents a characteristic
of the diffusion process. The parameter iindicatesthe average (in natural
logarithms) of the number of years required for all firms to enter the market
(Figure21). The parameter a represents the clustering of entries; a smaller
aindicatesa tighter bunching of market entries (Figure 22). Another useful
parameter,not part of the above lognormal model, is 5, which measures the time
between an innovation's first commercial appearance anywhere and its first
appearance in the U.K. (Figure 20). Our analysis of market development will
use the cross section experience of semiconductor innovations in an attempt
to explain the determinants of N*, 6, ii,anda.
The model is set up by letting observations of the lag time between an
innovation's first commercial appearance anywhere and its introduction by
individual firms to the U.K. market, be defined by MS. The model is then
estimated by ordinary least squares as follows32 with MS as the variable 8:
1nMS—p+az+e (2)
32Aitchison and Brown (1957), or Bain (1964).- 40-
Thevariable z is defined as normal equ2-,alent deviates; e is the error
term (the expected value of e is zero).
b)Application of the Model
What is the pattern of technology—product imitation in the host—country?
Estimates of the rate and timing of technology—product introduction in the
host country have been made using the lognormal model. The pattern of tech-
nology import and imitation via exports, subsidiary production ventures, and
host—country licencing and investment are reflected in the estimated parameters
of the imitation cycles. Examples of the curves derived are presented in
Figures 23 to 27. A statistical summary of the results for the 21 semiconductor
innovations is given in Tables 10 and 11. These are generally favorable to the
hypothesis that market entries form a sigmoid (or S shaped) cummulative pattern
over time. The average was greater than 0.8 and for more than half the inno-
vations it was greater than 0.9.
The numbers of firms imitating individual semiconductor innovations has been
quite variable. Of the innovations listed, the planar transistor has attracted
37 firms, the largest number for a single innovation. Six of the cycles esti—
mated have more than twenty imitators. Of the rest there are several where
the number of firms participating has been as small as one or two: for example,
the grown junction transistors (superseded by the alloy process) and germanium
diffused transistors (superseded by Silicon devices using a similar process).
The pattern of technology imitation has also shown variability over the
semiconductor innovations covered in this study. Consider the values of &,z,
andas they are presented in Tables 10 and 11. The range of variation in the
case of textendsfrom zero years, indicating innovation in the United Kingdom,
to 6.6 years. The variation in iextendsfrom 1.3 years to 9.2 years. Similarly
a, over the same innovations, has been 1.3 years at its lowest and 5.5 years at








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 TABLE 10 —46—
SemiconductorDiscrete Devices
ParameterEstimates for the Lognoinal Model
A -i
TransistorDevices ifl- ITS.lfl.y1'8.
Pointcontact transistor (ge) 51.2500 0.6456 0.5695 : 0.8980
Grownjunctiontransistor (ge) 2 4.83.33 — — —
AlloyJunction transistor (ge) 131.1667 1.0653 0.5485 0.9728
Surfacebarrier transistor(ge/si) 23.7500
— —
Grownjunction transistor (si) 13.8333 —
Diffusedtransistor (ge) 21.6667 — — —
Diffusedtransistor (si) 6 1.00000.52980.4756 :0.8227
Diffused mesa transistor (ge/si)171.0000 1.1333 0.5209 : 0.9481
Epitaxial transistors (devices) 250.66670.87850.8258 : 0.9648
Planar transistors (si) 371.25001.27000.5766 i0.9728
JFET 32.. 1.17900.6987 i0.6243
Other Discrete Devices
—— — —
Alloyjunction diode (si) 103.66671.11900.6941 i0.9758
Power rectifier (ge) 41.4167
— — —
Powerrectifier (si) 162.33331.42250.3469 : 0.7937
Zener diode (si) 122.08331.77700.6925 : 0.9776
Thyristor (SCR) 161.16675.04203.3950 I0.9292
Tunnel diode (ge/si/gaas) 15 2.2500 1.5040 0.5196 :0.9091
Unijunctiontransistor 56.5833 2.2140 0.2331 i 0.7299
Varactor diode 184.58331.53200.6323 i0.9115
Light emitting diode 12•. 0.9411 1.3750 I 0.7773
Schockly (four...layer) diàdea 7— —
Gunndiodes 3 .. —
- 1—
Scbottky—barrierdiodes 9 0.1221 1.6980
1
0.8815





























DCTh (Direct—coupled transistor logic)
13
RTL(Resistor transistor logic)
DTL(Diode transistor logic) 23
T2L(Transistor transistor logic) 24
TSL (Tristate Pm) 1
Schottky—clamped.Tm 2
























20selected innovations, has the following ch'racteriatics it takes 1.4 years
after the innovation in America before the product is first made in the United
Kingdom; 50Z of the firms imitate after 3.2 years (reflected in the average u
of 1.17) and the standard deviation around the mean is 1.9 years (reflected
in the average sigma of 0.67).
In the analysis that follows important determinants of the pattern of
diffusion associated with N*, 6, a, and a are considered in relation to the
changing structure of the U.K. semiconductor industry.
5. Underlying Determinants of the Product Cycle Model
a) The Population of Firms
The semiconductor industry, unlike any other, operates on a very compressed
time scale, with some product life cycles evaluated in terms of months rather
than years.33 The scope of application for new products has also been remark-
able. However, the composition of end uses in America differs from the composi-
tion in Britain and Europe. The segment of new semiconductor and integrated
circuit technology applied to military and government end uses is proportionately
smaller in Britain and Europe, while the segment applied to consumer electronics
has been proportionately larger.34
Market size partly determines the number of firms that can operate profit-
ably, depending on other factors such as scale economies. Since the American
market developed ahead of the British market, it is reasonable to suppose that
expectations concerning the size of the British market would be influenced by
33G. Penisten in Electronics/Management Center (1969).
34For example, in 1970 products for consumer end use,i.e. in T.V.'s,
appliances, etc., were 20.9% of the total European semiconductor market.
This figure can be compared to the U.S. where it was 15%. See annual McGraw—
Hill surveys in Electronics.— 49—
theexperience of the American market. In addition, the number of firms
producing in the source country may influence the number of firms which
enter the British market, since each foreign firm is a potential trans—
national producer or licensor.
The number of firms that come to market a new product technology (N*) may
depend on the number of firms with previous experience in the host market (Ne),
as can be seen in the following regression:
N* ——0.95+1.44Ne
2
(—0.68) (13.60) 0.9 (3)
(Number in parentheses are t—values)
The association is sufficiently strong to accept the importance of previous
experience in determining the ultimate number of market participants. But
the number of new market entries tends to be in the order of 40 percent of
the number of experienced firms entering. Thus, the fact that many experienced
firms enter the market does not particularly discourage entries by firms on the
fringe or outside the industry.
The effect of market size and prior experience on the pattern of technology
introduction in the host country was analyzed by regressing the number of firms
marketing in the U.K., N*, against the current (1973,mu.) sales in America, ?,
andthe number of firms marketing each product in the United States, Na. The
regression was performed for 20 technology products listed except the thyristor.35
35Several small adjustments were made in the fitures to account for the
fact that market sales of some earlier products are currently nil. This was
done using figures from American trade journals ad sellers lists. The rank
correlation for (N*, S )was+.72, and for (N*, N )was+.59.— 50—
Theresults were better when and Na were n included in the same estimated
equation as follows:
N* ——2.208+.103Na + 1.313 Ne 2 =0.93 (4a)
(—1.67) (+2.51) (+12.41)
and,
=11.222+ 0.068 5a• —0.68 (4b)
(4.42)
Of the two independent variables, the magnitude of U.S. sales, 5a, appeared
more closely associated with total eventual participation in the U.K. market,
however, Na performed better with Ne.
b) The United Kingdom Lag
What has been the record of British—based companies in introducing new
semiconductor technology over the period 1950—75? From an analysis of 12 major
technology—product innovations associated with transistors and integrated cir—
36
cults, the following general observations were made:
1) The lag between the innovation's introduction in America
and the average time of the first three introductions In the
United Kingdom by British—based firms has remained roughly
the same over the period, and has been about two years.
2) The speed of response by the first three U.K. firms alone
relative to the first three American firms marketing in the
U.K. has marginally improved, when compared to late 1950s and
early 1960s. This is true regardless of the form of trans—
national activity undertaken by the American firms.
35a a e Since S and N were not independent of each other they areanotein_
cluded in the same equation. The simple correlation coefficient (S ,N)was
+.78.
36The twelve technology innovations based on major processing or design
improvements are: the point contact transistor, alloy (si) transistor, diffused
transistor, mesa devices, field effect devices, planar transistors, epitaxial
devices, RTL (or DCTL) logic devices, DTL logic devices, ECL logic devices,
TTL logic devices, and p—Mos devices.— 51—
3)The follow—through by British based firms in terms of
thevariety of competitive devices using the product—tech-
nology has continuously dropped relative to American firms.
AlthoughBritish firms are responding sooner to the American
challenge, their competition in terms of relative numbers of
products based on the innovations (and in terms of the num-
bers of firms marketing in the U.K.) has fallen.
The comparisons in terms of imitation lags are given in Table12. The
figuresgive the average time between the innovation's first commercial
appearance in America and its marketing in the United Kingdom by the first
three U.K.—based and U.S.—based firms respectively.
c)The State—of—the—Art Introduction
The state—of—the—art introduction to the UK market represents the first
entrythere whether innovation occurs in America or elsewhere, e.g. Japan in
the tunnel diode case or the UK in the case of light emitting diodes. The
parameter iSprovidesa measure of the UK innovation lag for state—of—the—art
products. The technical competence required to give this kind of advanced
technology is probably contained within a group of firms rather than any single
firm. It consists not only in the ability to innovate, but also in the capacity
to shorten the lead time from idea to prototype innovation and thelagtime
between innovation in a foreign market and introduction in the host—country market,
such as reflected in the values of the parameter delta, 6.
The competitive factors behind state—of—the—art (STA) introduction of new
technology are important to our analysis. Their impact is also described in a
discussionfalling insection d of competitive pressure and the clustering of
introductions. The study of innovating firms shows that the group of firms
responsible for state—of—the—art technology may differ from that group of firms
responsive to competitive pressure and imitating more than leading. For example,
Txas Instruments, a leading semiconductor firm, was responsible for many STA
introductions with leading technology in the late 50's and early 60's. When— 52—
TABLE12
Imitation Lags for U.S.—Based and U.S.—Based Firms
U.K.Based FirusU.S.Based Firms Ratio:
Period Years Years U.K./U.S.
1950—1958 2.06 3.56* 0.58
(4 devices)
1959—1963 2.03 1.56 1.30
(4 devices)
1964—1968 2.83 2.17 1.30
(4 IC devices)
1969—1975 2.08 1.89 1.10
(1Ic device)
Average of first three firms.
*Participation in the U.K. transistor market by American firms wasjust
beginning, and washesitantduring these years.—53—
its sales became very sizable the company tended more to respond to rather
than initiate new technology areas. Another leading firm, Fairchild, pulled
out of the UK, relinquishing its STA reputation there. Inevitably, as market
size increases, a single firm cannot hope to be STA in all technologies, nor
are the motivations of the leader of the previous technology necessarily the
same in its participation in successive technologies. With increased competi-
tion a large firm may become more defensive than aggressive in its product strategy.
Associated with the state—of—the—art product introduction may be competitive
factors, which act to reduce 5. These characteristically tend to push the inno-
vator into a new technology earlier than profit maximization on the superseded
technology would demand. Generally this can be expected to entail increased r
and d outlays for all firms along the lines described in the earlier discussion
of the time—cost trade—of fs of market entry (Section 3a), and come to include
not only the innovator, but also a large proportion of the whole population
of market entrants. As the profitability of deferred or late entry diminishes,
the cost of profitable entry increases, since firms, to make a competitive
entry, need to step up their individual prograes of product research and
market promotion. The STA introduction situation may be in such a way also
reflected in an association between 6 and the factors that influence the
clustering of introductions. As already mentioned, competitive pressure may
influence the timing and participation in STA product introductions in a
different manner from that In imitational or delayed entries. Firms sometimes
prefer not to innovate, but to follow a wait—and—see strategy. A large popula-
tion of such firms produces a tendency for clustering of introductions. Tech-
nology transfer from America increases the pressure on U.K—based firms,
carrying out their own research and development, to enter quickly.— 54—
Thestudy of the competitive factors affecting the timix. of STA product
introductions and the clustering of competitive market entries was based on
six variables describing the population of eventual U.K. market entrants whether
British, American, or other foreign based. The model tests for association
between numbers of entrants and variations in the value of tS over the 20 innova-
tions. It includes the variable N*, the total eventual number of participants,
and a variable giving the number of peripheral or new entrants NE. The other
variables were defined by the size and location of r and d activity RD, previous
host country market experience Ne, the size of market sales either in the source
or host country SS, and the licensing of technology through advanced U.S.—based
companies LT. In defining the groups of firms a cutoff for r and d in the UK of
b200,000 towards the relevant technology was used, I.e. a firm spending more in
the U.K. was included in RD. others not. The cut—off of 5Z of U.S. or U.K.
market sales for SS was applied. Previous market experience meant that firms
had marketed products of an earlier major technology in the U.K. The variable
for licensing of U.S. technology was numbers of UK based licencees, e.g. of Bell
Labs, Fairchild.
Owing to the fact that five of the variables used in the hypothesis testing
represented subgroups of the firms in N* it was of interest to see whether any
of these variables showed a stronger association with 6. The regression analysis
determined that the number of firms carrying out r and d in the UK tended to
be more strongly related to reductions in 6 than N*:
6 +3.35 —0.042N* —.216RD 0.04 (5a)
(+3.16) (—.97) (—1.025)
The best explanatory combination of variables in terms of independence and
significance included RD and NE, the number of new peripheral entrants:—55—
6 —+3.29—.26RD —.10NE —0.05 (Sb)
(—1.28) (—1.03)
Theassociation between N* and Ne has already been illustrated through




These results (5a,b,c) tended to confirm the existence of competitive pressure
acting to push forward the timing of STA introduction reducing 5. The para-
meters andcorrelationcoefficients were of the ,ight sign (—).Theconsistency
of theresults,as judged by the significance of the tstatisticvalues, suggests
that the actual coefficients estimated should be treated with caution. A slightly
more consistent pattern of association between parameter values and some competitive
factors is found in the case of the clustering of introductions.
-d)The Clustering of Introductions
Competive pressure, especially amongst larger established firms, may result
in a clustered timing of introductions. Firms that have previously maintained
a leading status within the market may seek to hold and extend that lead. At
the very least, they may try to keep up with the new technologies. The effect
of competitive pressure connectedwith activities of larger experienced firms
can beestablished by examining the association between numbers of large or
advanced firms(ortheir proportion of the total eventual number of firms)
enteringthe technology markets andtheclustering of introductions, as re—
a flectedin the parameter sigma star a*, i.e. e transforming a to its antilog
or linear base.
The greater the competitive pressure between firma,as may occurwithin
specific groups of rival companies, the smaller would we expect to find the
value of a*. As evidence of intense competition, a negative association— 56—
betweena* and the group size is important. On the other hind, a positive
association between the numbers of eventual market entrants and a is evidence
of the absence of competitive pressure. An interpretation of competitive
pressure is slightly different when the make—up of the eventual population of
entering firms is examined. Then the intensity of competitive pressure is
proposed to be associated with the proportional representation of companies,
within the total participant group, that have specific characteristics. An
eventual population with a higher proportion of a particular type of firm may
be examined for evidence of more intense competitive entry activity. In the
case of peripheral entry the absence of competition may be an important induce-
ment. We may expect to find a positive association between pheripheral entry
and clustering of introductions. The fact of pheripheral entry of itself
probably means a lengthening of the time—spread of initial participation.
One result of the analysis was that the variable representing numbers of
firms entering with large market sales, SS, tended to be fractionally mOre
significant than the variables N* and Ne. Also while RD had reflected a stronger
association in the case of S it was less important in determining values of a.
A similar picture emerged for N* and Ne, which although contributing marginally
to increases in the intensity of competition, i.e. negative association with i*,
tendedto spread out entry more than SS and LT. Variations in the number of UK
licencees of American technology had greatest effect in reducing *andwas
significant at 5%:
5* 2.838 —.0033N* —.1613LT 0.14 (6a)
(—.134) (—2.17)
Peripheral entry measured by NE/N* was positively associated with i*withthe
following result:
=2.833—.068SS —.141LT + .99 NE/N* 0.12 •-(6b)
(—.45) (—1.72) (+.61)— 57—
Thelicencing of American technology by British firms tended to bring about
a greater clustering of introductions while pheripheral entry was greatest
where competitive pressure of this type had less effect.
e) The Peak—Entry Time
Use of the lognormal modal means that we can calculate the peak—entry
or modal times for each imitation cycle. This is done using the twoparameters
uandawhich are part of the formulation giving modal time:
2
Mode—e ()
Inour analysis up to this point little mention has been made of the parameter p,
thecoefficient average of natural log times of market entry, in MS, of equation
(2). By transforming pfromin years to years we create we create a parameter
p* which is suitable for linear regression.37 The parameter 1.1* tells us when
one half the eventual number of firms have participated in the market. The mode
gives us the point at which market entry is most rapid. Both variables describe
important aspects of the imitation cycle.
The eventual number of market entrants N* was found to have very little
association with uandevenNe performed poorly:
4.03 —0.034Ne 2 —0.01 (8a)
(4.09) (—.46)
37 U Thevariable U*issimply e .Thistransformation creates a variable
that when used in regression analysis gives a linear relationship based on
years rather than in years. It is also the median of our lognormal distribu-
tion showing the point where 50% of entries have taken place.— 58—
However,some of the experienced firms may hav greater re1erancethan others.
Can an association be found if only the very active leaders areincluded? To
obtain such a group those firms that have five or more product introductions
in the first five places, as indicated in Table 5, are selected. The number
of such firms in the market prior to the innovation is represented by Ne*.
Regressing Ne* on p* we find:
—+5.87—0.47Ne* 0.12 (8b)
(4.616) (—1.876)
While the association is not very consistent, the coefficient of the independent
variable is larger and more significant than for Ne. This suggests that the
number of highly innovative firms entering may have some marginal effect in
reducing i*. A similar result is obtained by taking as independent variable
the proportion of firmscarryingout r and d in the UK:
—+4.62—2.85RD/N* 2 0.09 (8c)
(6.47) (—1.675)
Again the presence of such firms acts to reduce the median time.
The determination of peak-entry time is only partial given the six inde-
pendent variables of the analysis. The following result wasderived:
Mode +4.322 —.322RD —0.066NE 2 —0.01 (9)
(+3.52) (—1.34) (—.55)
The contribution towards a reduction in the modal time varied most consistently
with RD. New entrants had relatively small association with peak—entry times.
Combining the results of the study of the STA introduction, the clustering
of innovations and peak entry timing, it has been observed that competitive
pressure has had the effect of hastening thecommercialization of a new commodity.
All four factors mentioned, licencing, r and d, sales size, and previous experience,
have a marginal influence on the speed at which market entry takes place.The— 59—
timingdetermined by the four factors differs, owing to the different circum-
stances and motivations that characterize the groups of firms to which the
four factors apply, or which make up the final composition of market entries.
The licensing of new technology hastens market entry, but its principal
effect is in the clustering of introductions. The lead time of product innova-
tion and the lag time between introduction in an American market and then the
UK are not necessarily reduced by licensing which may have had an extending
effect. Potential licensees perhaps have waited for the technology and when
they have received it there has been considerable competition within the
licensee group.
The size of sales has had a similar effect on product introductions as
licensing. Firms with vested interests in existing large markets and defraying
related investment have perhaps tended not to race into state—of—the—art tech-
nology. Rivalry amongst such firms when it comes, however, has been fierce.
The effect of location and size of r and d facilities has been to bring
about state—of—the—art introduction in the UK earlier than It would otherwise
have been. Nevertheless, the competition amongst such firms has not meant a
strong clustering of introductions. A similar story is associated with previous
market experience. It would appear that some prior knowledge of the market has
helped firms to be state—of—the—art if they so wished. They could also delay
introduction since size of r and d and market knowledge have been important
factors in a deliberately delayed market entry, i.e. the effect of competitive
pressure being not nearly as great on these groups of firms, e.g. of Mullard
and Texas Instruments, that they could not recover some lost ground.— 60—
6.The Place of Individual Firmsin the Product Cycle
a)Introduction Lags and Market Participation
What factors determine the speed with whichindividual firms respond to
newtechnology products? In the followinganalysis the lags and places of
individual firms are examined. Not all firms pursue the same technology or
product-market strategy.38 Nevertheless, itis possible to assess the placing
andlags of broad groups and individual companies in response to new technological
opportunities. We begin with British—based companies andcomparethem with American
competitors.The latter are then considered and the lags of various forms of f or—
eignownership compared. The analysis is primarily based on the results of 41
companies marketing the 20 product innovations in the United Kingdom over the
1950—75 period.39
A conmion assumption is that highly innovative (or imitative) firms that are
familiar with the local market will tend to have shorter imitation lags. The firm's
average lag time for all products, T (in years measured from the date of first
world appearance of the product) was therefore used as the dependent variable
against which was regressed F, the frequency of imitative activity, measured by
the number of the 20 technology products listed that have been marketed in the
host country by the firm from its own production, and A, the length of time that
the firm has been selling in the United Kingdom. The results show that a firm's
active participation in new technology products and the length of time that it
has operated in the host country are associated with a reduction in its average
lagtime.
38"CorporateStrategy in the Electronics Industry," (Paper presented at the
WESCON Conference), Vol. 12 (2) 1966.
39The 20 innovations are listed in footnote 12. The thyrister and the
Schottky—barrier diode are excluded from the present analysis.— 61—
T(in years) —5.26—.13F —.03A —0.27 (11)
(—2.87) (—0.69)
While the coefficient of A is not significant at the 5% level, it has the
correct sign. The reduction in lag time, partially determined by these two
factors, is consistent with the "learning by doing" hypothesis.
An analysis of the fifteen firms with largest sales in the UK semiconductor
industry in 1972 suggests that large sales are associated with individual company
performance in Introducing new technology products. The sales of the companies
in the host—country market, Sh, are regressed against an index W, that represents
an aggregated record of each company's relative timing of product introductions
over the twenty semiconductor technologies. The index.W, as illustrated in
Table 5, is compiled by giving state—of—the—art introductions a value of 12,
and subsequent positions values declining from 11 to 1, with the 12th and
following positions all having the value, 1, aggregated as follows for the
ith company:
W —w1+ ....+w2 (12)
The results of the regression are given below:
Sh ——0.95+ 0.0863 w2—0.54 (13)
(5.88)
Evidently higher sales are associated with the early introduction of new
product or processtechnology.
b) The Experience of American and British Firms
All British firms have been dependent, in greater or smaller degree, on
the exchange of know—how from American sources through licensing agreements.
More recently several have attempted to pursue anindependentapproach to tech—
nology development, but asalreadyexplained, this entails high costs, and— 62—
longerlead times. An argument in favor of home—grown tecbology is based on
the long—term considerations of individual firms in their expectations con-
cerning world markets. Some technology is more easily developed given the
expectations for market size of companies based in Britain.40 Individual com-
panies have had to make trade—of fs between volume (off—the—shelf) or custom
designed production, as well as scale of integration,41 all the time aware of
what potential competition could mean to their future operations.
How do the lag times of British based companies compare with American?
In analyzing the timing of technology introduction by British based companies,42
the lag times of these companies for the twenty innovations were gathered and
the averages computed for individual companies. The average lag time of all
41 firms (British and American) marketing in the United Kingdom has been 4.07
years. The average lag time for British firms alone has generally been lover.
The firm averaging the lowest lag time of British based firms is Ferranti with
2.65 years. The lag time figures for individual U.K. based firms were as follows:
40Plessey, Ferranti, and S.T.C. have tried to explore various areas of
semiconductors, independent of American technology: Plessey in consumer elec-
tronics, Ferranti in computers, and STC in microwave ICs. The other British
companies, GEC—Marconi—Elliot, and Associated Semiconductor Manufacturers
(through GEC and Philips'—Mullard connection) have depended more on American
and foreign technology.
least one firm, Plessey, has specialized in custom designed circuits
in the hope of developing a long—term market. STC has utilized a sophisticated
computer—aided design method for large scale interconnection problems.
42
For the purposes of this analysis, both Mullard and STC of IT&T are assumed
to be British based. A good proportion of the sales of Mullard come from Asso-
ciated Semiconductor Manufacturers, which is British based. Although IT&T has
had an American company manufacturing its semiconductors, the company is primarily




General Electric Co. 3.25









*peripheral manufacturers excluded from average
In comparison American firmsmarketingin the United Kingdom have averaged
4.2 years. The difference between British and American firms in mean lag
times is nearly one year.
The implications of these figures for British based firms are not really
so encouraging since many American entries arrive later but with a more sophis-
ticated version. The difficulties tend to run as follows. Firstly, when a
product innovation is introduced into the United Kingdom, those American firms
that license the basic process or product technology may also sell to the
British market and have shorter lag times. The American firms, Texas Instruments,
Fairchild, and R.C.A., are very competitive in their lag times. This is shown
inthe following table that givesthelags they have averaged over the twenty










Secondly, the leading American firms have advantages of greater product
variety in the technology products they introduce derived from serving a
larger home market. Thirdly, when the leading American firms haveextracted
the best from British based companies, their imitators in America arrive with
either bargain basement prices, or sophisticated models, higher priced, but
sufficiently differentiated to be very competitive.
A serious problem for British companies is that the competition is con-
tinuously growing and changing. The American industry has undergone many
structural alterations that have been largely absent in the U.K. except through
American activity, e.g. large—scale entry by big companies at the periphery of
the industry such as Westinghouse, Corning Glass, Union Carbide. The correla-
tion between introduction performance, i.e., the index, W, in equation (12),
within a group of the seventeen most active American firms in the U.K. for
6 planar (early 1960's) devices and 7 integrated circuit (mid— and late 1960's)
devices was found to be only 0.19. The correlation between the same planar
devices and 7 discrete devices of the previous period was found to be 0.68.
This is a clear indication that entry strategies and company and company com-
position of the industry have changed. Within the potentially profitableand— 65—
growingU.S. markets there is constant peripheral entry, and entry by small
breakaway groups of the larger companies. British—based firms have to adapt
to this competition.
Licensing is a way for British—based firms to compete. To be on a par
with American companies they may need to source more of their technology in
America, and sell to the European and world markets. They inevitably require
a larger market if they are to create in time new technology needed to be
competitive.
c) Imitation Lags, Transnational Activity, and Patterns of Foreign
Ownership
What association is there between imitation lags (selling in the host
country) and forms or patterns of transnational activity? There are at least
five methods for American firms to exploit their technology in foreign markets:
(1) exports; (2) licensing of manufacturing and sales rights; (3) Joint ventures
with foreign partners; (4) outright sale of technology; (5) subsidiary manufac-
ture and distribution. In the last the firm may either go in for full produc-
tion or point—of—sale assembly.43
To ascertain what imitation lags are associated with the various forms of
transnational activity the data of forty-one companies are used over the same
twenty technology products of the previous section. A firm may first export
to the UK and then produce in the UK. For a given innovation only the first
route employed is included in the averages. The results were as follows:
43Finan(1975]also considers these forms of activity in relation to
the semiconductor industry.— 66—
Average
Imitation Lags
Initial Form of Participation* T (years)
1) Wholly owned manufacturing subsidiary 3.679
2) Wholly—owned POS assembly subsidiary 3.712
3) Wholly—owned sales subsidiary 3.544
4) Joint venture 4.039
5) Exports 4.631
6) Licensee (British based) 3.329
*Includes the first route used by individual firms per innovation.
Obviously licensees have been successful in reaching the market earlier, but
the crucial relationships are between the licensor and licensee, and the fre-
quency of imitation (and number of firms taking part that are British based).
The average for the major licensors has already been shown to be less than 3.2
years, which is ahead of thelicensees.44
Imitation lags are one measure of imitative activity, but some firms are
more active in developing and imitating technology products. What is the rela-
tionship between the weighted index of performance in introducing new products,
W, and the form and pattern of transnational activity? The following figures
for W were calculated:
44One method of relating lag times to the form of transnatlonal activity
isthrough regression analysis using dummyvariables. The dummy variable X1
hasthevalue 1 if the observation is for a British based licensee and 0 if
not; similarly X2 has the value 1 if the firm -has a manufacturing subsidiary





Compare these results with those in the table.— 67—
Form W
1) Wholly—owned manufacturing subsidiary 64.75
2) Wholly—owned POS assembly subsidiary 51.00
3) Wholly—owned sales subsidiary 45.83
4) Joint venture 29.00
5) Exports 11.47
6) Licensee (British based) 77.88
The weighted index W shows the Important roles played by licensees and wholly
ownedsubsidiariesin the exploitation of technology products in the host
country. The licensing of newtechnologyis a means whereby American firmsboth
exploit their technology advantages andassistBritish based firmstocompete
more effectively internationally as well as in the host country.
d) Company Size and the RateofImitation. What effect does company size
have on the rate at which individual U.S. companies imitate technology products
in the host country? This question may be answered by examining the experience
of 17 U.S. companies that have sales in the U.K. For each of these an index
of its record, W, in introducing twenty semiconductor technology products has
been calculated as given in Table 5. It is hypothesized that the index value
of the company in the host country is determined by its size, S, andthelength
of time it has been selling in the host—country market, A. For a variable re-
flecting company size, the figures for total worldwide sales of the companies
in 1973,mn., were used.Theresults are as follows:
W —41.90 +0.19S + 5.3A 2 (2.316) (4.536) (4.906) i— 0.75 (10)
Sizeandlengthof timeinthe host country market clearly influence the product—
technologyactivityof Americanfirms inthe United Kingdom.— 68 —
Thispaper has examined the factors that affect the pattern of introduc-
tion of semiconductor innovations into the United Kingdom, studying both
differencesanonproductsand differences amongfirms.
Taking 20 individual innovations as units of observation we found that
tilespread of a technology in theU.K.,in termsofthenumber of firms
eventuallymarketing a product, to be greater in those products for which
more producers had previous ezperience marketing intheU.K., more companies
rarketed in the U.S.. and sales were large inthe U.S.
Thejagbetweenthe first introduction of a product anywhere and the
introduction intothe U.K.hasdeclined between thel950sand the1960's.
TheearliestU.S.—based firms in the U.K. in terms of newproductintroductions
have tended to be somewhat ahead of the earliest U.K.—based firms, since the
beginning of the 1960's, although not before that.
Uewerenot very successful in explainiiw differences amongproducts in
t'edelay between first introduction anywhere and introduction in the U.K.
Therewere some signs that thedegreeof competitive pressure had some in—
on this delay because tile number of firmseventuallyparticipating,
the number of firms with previous marketing experience in the U.K., and the
amount of R. & D. conducted on the product by U.K. firms all were negatively,
although weakly, related to the delay. Once a product wasintroducedinto the
U.K. its rate of diffusion among U.K. producing firms was increased by the
presenceof moreU.K. licensees ofU.S. technology in the product and by the
presenceof largefirmsamongthe producers.Another measure of the speed of
diffusion is the time required for halfof the eventualparticipants to enter
the market. The largertile numberoffirmsexperienced inthe U.S. market and
activein new product introductions,andthe largerthe proportion of firms
doingresearch inthe U.K., themore rapid was the entrance offirms into the— 69 —
market.Thus, more R. & D., more firms with experience in the U.K., more
licensees of U.S. technology, and larger size of firms all tended to speed
the introduction and diffusion of a product in the U.K. market.
Looking at differences among firms, we found that larger firms, those
that had been in the U.K. market a long time, and those that marketed many
new products in the U.K., tended to introduce new products earlier. U.K.—
based firms as a group introduced new products into the U.K. somewhat earlier
than the average U.S.—based firm, but those U.S. firms that were licensors
preceded most U.K. firms. To tJ.S.—based firms, Texas Instruments and
Fairchild, had shorter introduction delays than any British—baseY firm.
Even the late imitators from the U.S. were not uncompetitive because they
often entered the market sellinc' at very low prices or with sophisticated,
differentiated products, different enough to provide competition for earlier
producers but not different enough to be listed as major innovations.
Thenwe exariined thetypeof transnational activity involved in product
introductions by each of the 41 companies we foundthatthe shortest lays
were for introductions by U.S. licensors and then those by U.K.—based licensees,
followed by wholly—owned sales subsidiaries of U.S.—based firms and by whoily—
ownedmanufacturincor assembly subsidiaries. In terms of activityin introducin
newproducts, which takes account of thenumber of new products and the rank in
introducingthem, rather than only the average lag for those products that are
introduced, British—based licensees were the most active, followed by U.S.—
based manufacturing subsidiaries and then by U.S.—based POS assembly subsidiaries.
By both measures, exporting without U.K. sales subsidiaries was the slowest method.
Product innovation in semiconductors in the U.K. is clearly heavily dependent
onties withU.S.firms, whether through licensing or through U.S. ownership of
British firms. Licensing does not seem to be asubstitute for direct sales by- 70—
U.S. companiessince the U.S. licensors were themselves active in new
product introductions. tihile foreicn firms——mainly LT.S.—based——havc
euerally had an important role in stimulating the ritish industry, the
ability to respondquicklyand competitively varies arion products and
firms withtheextent of U.S. licensing. the size of individual companies.
andthoamountof earlier marketin experience inthe U.Y.— 71—
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APPENDIXTABLE1A
LEADU0 SICG7DUC)R W'TJFACJRERS
UK Sales U! Assets UKResearch and Developnent2 Licensing
1972 1972 1968 1968
Companies Plont&Squipment NowProducto/ ?cducti0n/
ew Processes Product Adption
£ an. 1an. £'OOO V000
1. Mullard (Philips)1 75.1 * 350 800
2.Associated SCM (Philips, GEC(25%)) 9.6 12.9
3. awmarket (Philips) 0.9 0.2
4.Texc Instriments 23.9 7.2 — 100 Parent
5 1 161.4 * 350 100 Yes
6.RCA1 12.5
— — —
7.otoro1a 5.2 0.4 — — —
8.ierranti1 63.7 21.4 300 * —
9. Pleseey1 283.0 1l]i.0 600 100 —
10.i seaiccnductors (CEO) 1.8 0.9
11. General ElectricCopa.-1y, USA 1.8 *
12.Tansitron 1.7 0.3
13. ihua 1.3 1.1
—
14.SOS ('6.-il) 2.8 1.0 * * *
15.Fairchild(i) 1.0 0.0 — — —
16.!Larconi—Elliot (CRC) * 550 500 Yes
17. GECSeaicocductors 1.1 1.6 — —
l8.IRC 1.7 0.5
* 5°
:9. Ciliconix 0.6 0.1
20. General Instruments 1.0 0.7










M'etEntry Data forThit: S,icoductor Pinn
Copaies
(seeApp.Table 2B) th/Y InnGvationa(see App. Table 2A)
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.10.11.12.13.14.15.16.17. .18.19.20.
1. 4/53 5/54 5/60 - — -.8/566/582/60 2/71
2.10/529/543/61 8/61 10/61 8/61 2/57 10/57 2/57 3/60 9/65 3/63 1/63 8/66 6/68
3.7/53 9/53 7/61 8/59 12/61 8/61 9/67 9/53 3/61 4/71 9/67 3/62 1/67 1/67 2/67 7/67
4. 1/54 2/54 2/61 3/618/63 12,'63 12/67 7/59 7/59 12/61 5/6410/7111/686/64 6/64 5/67 1/67 11/64
5.z/56 12/56 10/60 10/60 6/63 1/63 3/61 12/70
6.11/54 11/56 11/56.11/56 .
-
78/55 5/59 3/61 2/62 2/62 4/56 6/57 2/57 3/61
——
2/65 2/62 1/64 5/67 12/67
8. 10/55 - —-.-.——
9.
1 10/55 11/67 3/61
10. 6/59 6/60 6/62 6/61 2/66 10/67 5/61 11/57 12/60 10/66
-.
5/6710/66 8/61 7/64 11/64 7/68
11. il62
. -
12. --3/626/62 5/65 4/60 4/60 7/61
,- — 6/68
13. 3/61 6/63 3/66 6/60 8/59 10/60 12/65 7/67 12/69
14. .__________9/63 4/605/60
15. 8/61 11/62 10/64 10/66 2/63, 2/60 5/67 8/65 5/67 6/64 4/64 4/674/64 10/66
16. 12/61 1/62 5/62 12/60 4/63 1/64 10/68 10/68






7/64 1/64 1/64 11/67 6/68 1/67
19.J
-,
20. ____ 8/65- —. -Sf0-- -- — 1/66 6/67
21. 2/62 11/647/61 8/66 7/68
22. 12/59 11/64 6/63 6/63 5/67 10/65
23.!
- 5/631/6411/65- 1/59 3/665/677/62 1/67 10/6811/65
24 3/63 3/635/66 ——- _7j6412/6512/65 -3/69
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2. Alloy junction transistor(go)
3. Diffused transistor (go)
4, Diffused 'mesa' transistor (si)
5. Planar transistor
6. pitaxial transistor or devices
7. Field—effect transistor ordevices










18. TTL logic system
19. ECL logic system
20. pMOS logic system— 77—
APPENDIXTABLE 2B
A List of Selected Firms'
1. GEC
2.Mullard











14.Hughes or inihus *
15.Transitron*
16..AEI—BritishThompson—Houston
17. Standard Telephones andCables














1Thenumbering system of these companies does not correspond to that in
App. Table lB. The list of firmsgivenis only a nartial lict,